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About This Game

Man O' War: Corsair.
Engage in epic naval combat and explore the oceans of the Warhammer world.

Man O' War: Corsair is a video game of high adventure, naval combat and exploration based on the Games Workshop classic
Man O' War table top game.

Your Quest
Sail the seas plundering enemy ships, visiting ports, and trading. Dominate everything in your path with a fleet of ships at your
back and watch people flee at the mere sight of you, leaving legends of your deeds in the history books and steel through the

hearts of your enemies.

Explore and Fight
Captain a wide variety of unique sailing vessels, explore and trade whilst combating enemy ships in frantic naval action.

Boarding Actions
As well as sea battles, engaging in boarding actions with enemy vessels sees you walking the deck, weapon in hand, attacking

enemy crew. Loot the vessels or sink them, the choice is yours.

Enemies and Allies
Buy a variety of unique and deadly ships. Command allies from different races and fight many deadly enemies. Fierce storms,

deadly fleets and terrible foes will block your path to ultimate glory.
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Custom Battles
Build your own fleet from any faction in game, and battle it against any foe you choose.

The Old World
A captain in Man O' War: Corsair can sail the coast of a huge continent in the Warhammer world. Visiting over 50 ports from

Erengrad to Sartosa, the sea is yours to explore.
A heroic adventurer does not only have enemy ships to contend with. The deep and unexplored oceans hold terrifying creatures

that few see and live to tell the tale.
These deadly creatures emerging from the deep sea will chill blood and drop jaws in equal measure. The wise would attempt to

flee but those brave enough to tackle such creatures will be famed throughout the world.

Here there be monsters....
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Title: Man O' War: Corsair - Warhammer Naval Battles
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Evil Twin Artworks
Publisher:
Evil Twin Artworks
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.6Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,French,Hungarian,German
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This game has been in early access for some time. You should note I bought this game when it came out, and it is currently May
16, 2019. It receives major updates which come out around twice a year on average with more content each time for the most
part, and is still working its way towards being a full game.

It still feels early access, although I can report it does feel like an actual game and not the framework to one.

Get it on sale, not the full $30.. I definitely recommend this game. There has been no other sailing game that has the
magnificence in this. Not even Blood & Gold has the sailing mechanics where you can walk around on the ship and have a good
close 3rd person view of you on the ship along with your crew. I love this game and I am looking forward to more updates and
maybe campaigns such as high elves, dwarfs and vampires.

I am going to build a fleet consisting three high elf ships, three dwarf ships along side three empire ships. Together, we will
show a united front against the forces of Chaos, the Green Skins and the Dark Elves.. Sureddo Review : Man O' War Corsair -
Warhammer Naval Battles

OVERALL - 85\/100
+Highly underrated gameplay and mechanics that are extremely fun and easy to grasp. Plays very well with controls and is very
easy to get into.
+The life of a ship captain in the Warhammer Fantasy universe is treated very well here. There is a refresjomg breadth of
content and mechanic systems to enjoy.
-Graphics leave much to be desired for a game made in 2017. A clear lack of focus and passion is evident in the asset
developers.
-Some corners were clearly cut when it comes to depth outside of the core gameplay on open water.

GENERAL SCORES

GAMEPLAY - 95\/100
+Amazingly and deceptively dynamic mission progression.
+Naval combat is very satisfying and easy to utilize.
+The variety and breadth of activities to partake as player is excellent.
-Graphics and audio are not interesting or up to par for a game of its release time which can dampen gameplay experience.
GRAPHICS - 80\/100
+Ship types for Warhammer fantasy factions are varied and fitting for the theme and personality of said factions.
-Graphics for terrain, characters, buildings, water, assets are uninspired and far too generic for a rich and detailed universe like
Warhammer fantasy.
-Land is low definition and towns are lacking in expression, sparse, uninteresting.
AUDIO - 50\/100
+ Some of the sound effects during battle do well to bring you into the intensity and fear of the progress of a battle.
- Nothing really stands out in the soundtrack it is utterly average.

GAMEPLAY SPECIFIC SCORES

NAVAL COMBAT - 95\/100
PHYSICAL COMBAT - 70\/100
NAVAL CAREER FACTOR - 90\/100
EXPLORATION FACTOR - 80\/100
DYNAMIC MECHANICS - 95\/100
STATIC MECHANICS - 80\/100

Commentary and opinion on gameplay specific factors coming soon.
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RECOMMENDATION LEVEL - I Highly recommend this game as an underrated gem IF you enjoy Warhammer Fantasy and
also enjoy naval\/pirate games. The mixed review score it currently has does not do it justice. This game will also work for you
very well if you are uninterested in Warhammer Fantasy but enjoy naval\/pirate games. The combat is easy to understand and is
not overly complicated at any point while being rewarding and challenging at the same time. If you enjoy Warhammer Fantasy
but do NOT enjoy naval\/pirate games this is a hard skip. The depth of lore to uncover in this game is minimal and in that
specific case you will not find much value.. I am loving this game. I have always wanted to play a game as pirate living in a dark
fantasy setting like warhammer. The gam play is great. Better that some other popular pirate games I could talk about. Anyone
who loves warhammer should love this game. This game is flying way under the radar. I hope the dev keep woring on it putting
more war hammer lore into it. I will be playing this for months. The one thing I would love to see them add it the ability to play
as a dark elf corsair. Expand the world map to bring in the full warhammer world. I can't understand the mixed rating I have
seen as the game is like mount and blade on the high seas as a pirate in the Warhammer world. Any chance we will get co-op?
Well done devs well done.. the graphic are very dated but the ship to ship combat is so perfectly Warhammer. buy for the
custom battles.
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The devs have 2 unfinshed products under their belt and now they announced a third game to be made the devs are clearly
scammers! STAY CLEAR OF THIS COMPANY
You will find more content in a cellphone game

Linux!:
We're pleased to announce Man O' War: Corsair is now available on Linux - official supported platforms are Ubuntu 14.10+
and SteamOS but most modern linuxes should run it OK (our engine is Unity so that determines what we're able to support).

Make sure your drivers are up to date, and check the minimum and recommended requirements.. Man O' War: Corsair is
part of the new War Collection!:

Warriors!

We’re proud to announce that development studios from all over the world have united to offer you the War Collection, a
special bundle of games set in the Warhammer 40,000 and Warhammer Fantasy universes!

The bundle is available on Steam

The War Collection contains eight games inspired by the famous Games Workshop universes!

Purchase the bundle now and save 40% on each new Warhammer game in your collection!

#warhammer #ManoWarCorsair #pc #steam #bundle #war_collection. Update 0.6 - The Dead Rise:
With the Season of the Storm upon us the Dead have come to seek their revenge on the living!

Not only that, thanks to the large community collaboration, we can now reveal the crew management system based on your
feedback.

Undead
On Geheimnisnacht when Morrsleib the dark moon waxes, spirits invade the lands. Superstitious sailors tell tales of ghost
corsairs crewed by the undead.
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Crew Management
Players can now being name and hire individual crew members.
Each individual crew member can now be assigned jobs onboard ship, given new weapons and with experience levelled up to
gain new traits.

Full list of changes

- Crew are now individual characters with unique skills and individual experience growth.
- Added crew traits, crew can gain traits by levelling up after gaining experience.
- Added crew management screen where crew can be assigned to positions on ship, levelled up and paid as well as have their
equipment adjusted.
- Crew now cost less initially but require payment every midnight (if unpaid the following midnight, crew will lose some
morale)
- Crew provisions and water added, provisions can be bought in port or converted from food cargo. Water is collected when
raining, and replenished automatically in port.
- Crew can be put on limited rations which reduces provision and water usage but will slowly reduce morale.
- Added mutinies: Extremely low morale crew can mutiny.
- Added crew roles: crew can work on rigging, ship maintenance, cannons, lookout, ship’s cook, cooper, quartermaster, surgeon
or be assigned as marines.
- Crew traits added, crew gain traits as they level up, some crew may start with traits.
- Expanded the scrolling area on the keyboard config screen
- Fixed a number of issues with the Slaanesh Hellship weapon
- Added undead encounters during Geheimnisnacht and Hexennacht
- In-game date is now shown above the game-time UI
- Morrsleib and Mannsleib will move separately in the sky and change brightness/size over time
- Fixed a bug with some orcs not getting their melee weapons
- Repositioned pirate port in the Gulf of Kislev
- Reduced volume of pegasus flapping
- Purchasing a ship now transfers all your existing crew to the new ship if there is space. The lowest level crew members will
remain on the old ship if not.
- Sharpshooter can now have weapons assigned like other crew members
- Crew now have a chance of being injured instead of killed outright, a ship’s surgeon can improve this chance, as well as reduce
the chance of long term injury traits.
- Port defence ships will not respawn so often.
- More fixes to flyers trying to attack their own ship.
- Great Winged Terror’s wings should no longer get in the way of boarding
- Increased the intensity of the sun and moon light to improve visibility.
- Refit upgrades should now be purchaseable when you have the correct gold, rather than needing the full undiscounted amount.
- Added a one button option for ship firing (click once to aim, again to fire) this can be enabled in the control options.
- Can click on individual sections of the ship to repair in port.
- Slowed buildup of campaign - now takes longer for the hostile factions to reach their full strength.

0.6.1:
- Escape now gives the pause menu from the map screen
- Fixed a bug with cargo count when purchasing goods
- Added ability to sell provisions
- Floating shields no longer appear whilst looking through spyglass
- Dead player crew return their weapons to the player’s inventory (if they die on the ship)
- Flyers should no longer put the player ship “in combat” from a great distance
- Adjusted ship collision avoidance AI

0.6.2:
- Fixed a bug with the crew screen and somehow having too many crew
- Fixed a bug with injured crew preventing reassignment of other crew
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- Fixed a bug that prevented AA firing when reloading from a save

0.6.3:
- Fixed an issue that caused some flyers to flee to range
- Spell damage versus Sea Monsters now takes into account resistances/saves etc.
- Fixed a bug with hellblaster gunners being added to your crew
- Ship UI now shows max crew
- Main game screen ship UI no longer includes provisions in the cargo total
- Made the overlay for the tutorial slightly less intrusive
- Fixed some potential crashes with the Doombringer bell
- Adjusted world bounds.. To 1.0 and Beyond:
Greetings Captains!

When we first launched into Early Access back in April 2016 we had a rather optimistic note saying "four months". We
suspected at the time we'd be working on things a little bit longer than that before we got to a 1.0 build we were happy with and
thanks to the fantastic feedback and support from the Man O' War: Corsair community we've been able to keep ourselves busy
for almost a year.

And I know from our feedback lists and discussions that we've got plenty of ideas, suggestions and feedback to keep us going
for plenty of time to come.

Thanks to all that time, we now have a game that can float on its own hull - it's been tested in battle (lots of battles, so many
orcs) and fire by you folks, many a bug has been found and fixed.

We have an in-depth open world sandbox campaign for the Independent humans, and a straight forward pillage and destroy
campaign with Khorne. We have Custom Battles to allow you to fight any of the races against the others - 34 different ship
types, 13 types of wizard.

So we just about feel ready to let other people on board - not just you brave early access pioneers and explorers.

I'm sure I can fit some more nautical puns in here somewhere...

Are we done then? Stick a stamp that says "1.0" and run off into the wilderness?

Don't be daft - we've got plans for the next few updates already set and there's a whole host of excellent ideas from the
community that we'd like to put into place.

What can you expect from Man O' War: Corsair in the next few months?

Firstly, the 1.0 release - we'll be announcing the actual date of this soon but it's coming. There'll be some bug fixes and polishing
tweaks in the run up to that.

Edit: 1.0 will release on the 19th April 2017!

Post-1.0 we'll be working on a few things but we aim to start with:
- additional Chaos campaigns
- Imperial and Bretonnian campaign
- Increased difficulty mode campaign (for those of you who find it too easy!)

Please do continue to give us your feedback and suggestions - we'd love to keep updating this game and if people are all asking
for the same thing we know what we should do first!

Thanks once again to all of you for your feedback, bug reports, but more importantly your support and encouragement through
Early Access - we couldn't ask for a better community.. Patch 0.9.3:
Update 0.9.3:
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- Can now abandon non-unique quests.
- Fixed an issue with quest popups appearing too soon after docking and being unclickable
- Fixed an issue that could cause physics to go out of sync with visuals in port
- Fixed a bug with weapon UI not showing selected weapon
- Fixed brace for impact icon
- Ability refresh timer made more obvious, selected active skill is now more obvious
- Hostile (ex-)ally crew now have red health bars
- Fixed an issue that could cause ships to reposition themselves incorrectly
- Fixed the initial direction of the galleon sailing camera
- Burning Skulls and Inferno Shot effects optimised
- Longbow automatically aims and draws an arrow when wielded (don't have to zoom in)
- Team-mates in custom battles can no longer become hostile
- Region control will immediately switch to neutral when the defending force has been wiped out
- Archer regiment should animate once more
- Hellblaster scope fixed
- Cutscenes no longer show 'lower spyglass' hint
- Fixed a bug with petition ships not responding to commands
- Made turning easier at x4/x8 speed
- Fixed an error with character movement in ports
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